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Introduction

When Harvard University celebrated its tercentenary in 1936, it conveyed honorary degrees to 39 distinguished international scholars. Among the recipients was Dutch astronomer Anton Pannekoek (1873–1960), who was honoured for his ‘contributions of high merit in many fields of astronomy’.¹ Among other things, Pannekoek had determined the distances to Milky Way clouds, providing early evidence of the eccentric position of the Sun in the stellar system; introduced a numerical method for calculating the astrophysics of stellar atmospheres; and produced drawings of the Milky Way that were featured in Zeiss Planetariums around the world for decades.²

There was also a very different side to Pannekoek. Prior to attending Harvard’s tercentenary conference, he addressed the members of the Workers’ Socialist Party of the United States: a small but active left com-


2. Carl Zeiss Jena to Anton Pannekoek, 25 Jul 1927, Archive of the Anton Pannekoek Institute, University of Amsterdam (API); Henry C. King, Geared to the Stars: The Evolution of Planetariums, Orreries, and Astronomical Clocks, in collaboration with John R. Millburn (Bristol: Adam Hilger, 1978), 70.
munist movement in Boston. Their members, who turned out in large numbers for the meeting, had a very different reason to be interested in Pannekoek. They knew him as the former party theoretician of the Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands (SPD), the largest socialist party of its time, and as one of the contemporary theoretical leaders of the council communist movement, which they supported.

Throughout the twentieth century, few people have managed to be as influential as Pannekoek in such widely different fields as Marxism and astronomy. The fact that he managed to contribute significantly to both fields makes him a compelling case study for the history of science and the history of political thought. His life and work uniquely capture the fascinating connections between conceptions of nature, society, and their representations in the early decades of the twentieth century. Yet historical research on Pannekoek’s astronomy and its relation and connections with his socialism has been conspicuously lacking until very recently.

The goal of this thesis is twofold. The first is to analyse Pannekoek’s astronomy in relation to contemporary developments in the discipline. Such an analysis will increase our understanding of a crucial period in the history of astronomy when the field rapidly changed, not only in its description of the heavens, but also in its subject matter, approach, and methods of collaboration. The second is to explore the relations between Pannekoek’s astronomical research and his Marxist writings. This not only helps us better understand the methodological and epistemological choices he made in his astronomy, but will also inform us about the broader relations between science and political thought and provide a more unified picture of Pannekoek’s life. To achieve these goals, I will not only discuss Pannekoek’s scientific research but also investigate his ideas on proper scientific methodology, and use a framework of epistemic virtues to relate his scientific epistemology to his Marxist philosophy.


4. I mention ‘until very recently’ because a conference centred around this very subject was organized in 2016 by Jeronimo Voss, Edward van den Heuvel, Jeroen van Dongen, Bart van der Steen, Ralph Wijers, and myself. An edited volume containing selected papers from that conference has subsequently been published as Chaokang Tai, Bart van der Steen and Jeroen van Dongen, eds., *Anton Pannekoek: Ways of Viewing Science and Society* (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2019).

Additionally, my own research on the relation between Pannekoek’s astronomy and Marxism has been published as Tai and Van Dongen, ‘Personae and the Practice of Science’; Tai, ‘Left Radicalism and the Milky Way’; ‘Milky Way as Optical Phenomenon’.
Anton Pannekoek

Pannekoek had an inconspicuous start of his career, quite similar to that of many Dutch scientists in the early twentieth century. He was born in 1873 in the small rural town of Vaassen in the eastern part of the Netherlands. For his secondary education, he attended the local Hogere Burgerschool (HBS) in nearby Apeldoorn, where he developed an interest in astronomy.\(^5\) At the instigation of his teachers, Pannekoek decided to pursue an academic career at Leiden University, where he studied physics and mathematics. He was hired as an observer at the Leiden Observatory in 1899 with the assignment to make precision measurements of stellar coordinates. He was also allowed time to work on his dissertation on the light variation of Algol, which he finished in 1902.\(^6\) Despite the auspicious start of his astronomical career, however, Pannekoek soon became disillusioned with his daily activities in Leiden. The work was tedious and irrelevant, the atmosphere stale and rigid, and he grew frustrated by the observatory director’s resistance to innovation. Pannekoek concluded that he was unsuited for the life of an astronomer and, in 1906, quit his position in Leiden to reconsider his career choices.\(^7\) The opportunity to do something completely different came when he was invited to teach historical materialism at the Parteischule of the SPD in Berlin.

By this time, Pannekoek had built quite a reputation for himself as a Marxist thinker. He had converted to socialism in 1899 after reading

---

\(^5\) Anton Pannekoek, *Herinneringen: Herinneringen uit de arbeidersbeweging; Sterren-kundige herinneringen*, ed. Ben A. Sijes, Johanna M. Welcker and J. R. van der Leeuw (Amsterdam: Van Gennep, 1982), 229–231. The HBS was a form of secondary education for children from the upper middle class that strongly emphasized the natural sciences. Although it did not grant immediate access to the universities — HBS graduates were required to take additional courses in the classical languages, which took Pannekoek three additional years to complete — many prominent Dutch scientists of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century had graduated from an HBS. For a discussion on the role played by the HBS in the renaissance of Dutch science in the late nineteenth century, see Bastiaan Willink, *De tweede Gouden Eeuw: Nederland en de Nobelprijzen voor natuurwetenschappen, 1870–1940* (Amsterdam: Bert Bakker, 1998); Ad Maas, ’Tachtigers in de wetenschap: Een nieuwe kijk op het ontstaan van de “Tweede Gouden Eeuw” in de Nederlandse natuurwetenschap’, *Tijdschrift voor Geschiedenis* 114, no. 3 (2001): 354–376; Maas, ’Civil Scientists: Dutch Scientists between 1750 and 1875’, *History of Science* 48, no. 1 (2010): 75–103.


socialist literature and becoming enthralled by utopian thinkers. He became actively involved in the socialist movement, co-founding the Leiden chapter of the Sociaal Democratische Arbeiderspartij (SDAP) and writing articles on Marxist theory. He established himself as a principled and orthodox Marxist on the left wing of the SDAP and often challenged and criticized the tactics of its leaders, which he perceived to be opportunistic and revisionist. Pannekoek’s activities impressed Karl Kautsky, the theoretical leader of the SPD, who had arranged the invitation to come to Berlin. Pannekoek’s time at the Parteischule was short-lived as he was soon prevented from teaching by the Prussian state, but he remained in Berlin to write socialist articles. In Germany, too, Pannekoek settled in the left opposition of the party, especially after his move to Bremen in 1910 where he was instrumental in organizing the radical Bremen left. He criticized the use of parliamentary tactics and the co-operation with trade unions, arguing that the only way to achieve a truly democratic socialist society was through a total revolution of the state, which could only be initiated by the workers themselves. This stance eventually led to a controversy with Kautsky but gained him the support of Lenin and the Bolsheviks.

The start of the First World War in 1914 forced Pannekoek to repatriate to the Netherlands, but he remained in close contact with both the Bremen left and the Bolsheviks. He was elated when he heard about the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 and the German Revolutions of 1918–1919, although he stressed that the Soviet Union should not be ruled by the Communist Party but by the workers themselves. This criticism led him to be denounced by Lenin, who argued Pannekoek’s work was ‘particularly

---

8. See Klaas van Berkel, ‘Utopianism in Anton Pannekoek’s Socialism and Astronomy’, in Tai, Van der Steen and Van Dongen, Pannekoek: Ways of Viewing, 81–83. Van Berkel argues that both Pannekoek’s astronomy and his socialism emerged from ‘the utopian longing for wholeness and purity’ (85).


“solid” and particularly stupid’. For Pannekoek, it was clear that he occupied an increasingly isolated position within the communist movement. He terminated his membership of the Dutch Communist Party and aligned himself with the new council communist movement, which rejected any form of bureaucracy and instead championed complete self-organization by the working class. Pannekoek remained one of the leading theoreticians of council communism for the rest of his life, but the movement itself remained small and struggled to gain support or relevancy.

Despite his continued involvement with Marxism, the second half of Pannekoek’s life was primarily devoted to astronomy. Meetings with Karl Schwarzschild and Ejnar Hertzsprung of the Potsdam Observatory in 1909 had reignited his love for the subject and prompted him to engage in astronomical research once again. He became a lecturer in History of Astronomy at Leiden University in 1916 while the prospect of becoming a professional astronomer again came in 1918 when he was offered the position of assistant director at the reorganized Leiden Observatory. After a year of negotiations and delays, however, the Dutch government blocked the hiring, refusing to appoint an outspoken Marxist at a prestigious public university.


14. Pannekoek, Herinneringen, 241–242. A few years earlier, in 1907, Schwarzschild had put Pannekoek forward as a potential candidate for Professor of Mathematics in Göttingen, but this suggestion was rejected because Pannekoek was both a foreigner and a socialist. Karl Schwarzschild to Hendrik A. Lorentz, 9 Jul 1907, Lorentz, prof. dr. H. A., te Haarlem, Noord-Hollands Archief (NHA/HL), 69: 109; Schwarzschild to Lorentz, 15 Jul 1907, Nachlass Karl Schwarzschild, Niedersächsische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Göttingen (SUG/KS), Briefe 472.

15. A detailed account of Pannekoek’s rejection in Leiden is provided in David Baneke, “‘Hij kan toch moeilijk de sterren in de war schoppen’”. De afwijzing van Anton Pan-
The rejection in Leiden proved to be a blessing in disguise for Pannekoek: he was hired instead by the University of Amsterdam, a municipal rather than a state university, where he could found a new astronomical institute. Since he could not construct an observatory, he modelled the institute after the Astronomical Laboratory in Groningen and dedicated himself to measuring and reducing photographic plates taken by others. The initial focus of the institute was on the structure of the stellar system, which was an established topic in the Netherlands, primarily due to the contributions of Jacobus C. Kapteyn. Soon, however, Pannekoek redirected most of his attention to the newly emerging field of astrophysics of stellar atmospheres, becoming the first astronomer in the Netherlands to do so. He was appointed extraordinary professor in 1925 and ordinary professor in 1932. He also remained interested in the history of astronomy, which became a focal point of his writing during his retirement.

Pannekoek Scholarship

Plenty of historical literature has been written about Pannekoek, but this has almost entirely focused on his political career. Interest in Pannekoek’s Marxism had been revived following the protests of May 1968 and the Portuguese Carnation revolution of 1974, which led to the publication of books and anthologies that presented his socialist writings to a new public. Pannekoek became the subject of academic scholarship in the

---

late 1970s and 1980s, which resulted in several dissertations that traced the development of his political thought.\(^{19}\)

The image of Pannekoek that emerges from these studies is one of a principled and orthodox Marxist who had a scientific approach to the subject. His Marxist philosophy, which he developed early in his career and from which he rarely strayed, was based not only on the writings of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, but especially on those of German-American self-taught philosopher Joseph Dietzgen. Following Dietzgen, Pannekoek emphasized that society developed through an interplay of both social and economic circumstances and mental factors like religion and education. He also concluded that any attempts by Marxists to predetermine or direct the political actions of workers would only serve to pacify them and diminish their revolutionary tendencies. Instead, he stressed that Marxism should be interpreted as a scientific method for studying society; indeed, he even used the term interchangeably with the terms ‘social science’ and ‘historical materialism’.\(^{20}\) The goal should be to study society and educate the workers so that they could formulate their own ideas on how the revolution should transpire and how society should be organized. This stance often placed him at odds with socialist leadership and is the reason why he constantly found himself in the left opposition.\(^{21}\)


\(^{20}\) Gerber, Pannekoek and Workers’ Self-Emancipation, 22.

\(^{21}\) Tai and Van Dongen, ‘Personae and the Practice of Science’.
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Those who have studied Pannekoek’s socialism, however, have all but neglected his astronomical research. The lack of interest in finding the connections between his astronomy and Marxism can partially be attributed to his own attempts to keep his two careers separate. In his astronomical papers, there was never any mention of his political ideas, and he hardly ever discussed politics with colleagues. Likewise, in his political writings, he rarely mentioned his scientific background. Moreover, starting in 1918, he regularly wrote his socialist articles under various pen names to further compartmentalize his two careers. He even wrote two memoirs that separately discussed his careers in the workers’ movement and in astronomy. This strategy was successful in convincing both contemporaries and later historians that his two lives could indeed be kept apart. The British Marxist historian Eric Hobsbawm even used Pannekoek as an example to illustrate the apparent divide between political philosophy and the natural sciences in the early twentieth century. He argued that it was quite possible in [this] (or any) period to be both a distinguished astronomer and a revolutionary Marxist, like A. Pannekoek ..., whose professional colleagues doubtless thought his politics as irrelevant to his astronomy as his comrades felt his astronomy to be to the class struggle.

22. This is in stark contrast to those who have studied his two closest socialist compatriots, the poets Herman Gorter and Henriette Roland Holst. In their case, historians have actively searched for the connections between their socialism and literary work. For Gorter, see Herman de Liagre Böhl, *Met al mijn bloed heb ik voor U geleefd: Herman Gorter, 1864–1927* (Amsterdam: Balans, 1996); Hub Zwart, ’Poetry, Science and Revolution: The Enigma of Herman Gorter’s Pan’, *Journal of Dutch Literature* 10, no. 1 (2019): 24–49; for Roland Holst, see Elsbeth Etty, *Liefde is heel het leven niet: Henriette Roland Holst, 1869–1952* (Amsterdam: Balans, 1996).

23. He was, for example, acquainted with Marxist physicist Léon Rosenfeld for years before they realized their shared Marxist conviction. See the Pannekoek–Rosenfeld correspondence, Léon Rosenfeld Papers, Niels Bohr Archive, University of Copenhagen (NBA/LR), box 1, folder 2.

24. Pannekoek, *Herinneringen*. The two memoirs were written in the winter of 1944 and were intended for his family. They were published together with introductions by Ben Sijes for the socialist memoirs, and Edward van den Heuvel for the astronomical memoirs. The choice to not attempt to write an introduction that encompassed both was criticized in Klaas van Berkel, review of *Herinneringen*, by Anton Pannekoek, *BMGN — Low Countries Historical Review* 99, no. 3 (1984).

Yet, as we have seen, Pannekoek did suffer the consequences of his political affiliation at various times in his astronomical career. His self-compartmentalization into two careers should be interpreted as an effort to minimize such conflicts. There were clear links between his socialism and astronomy, as Pannekoek himself asserted. When asked about their relation in 1957, he answered: ‘Interaction existed in so far, that the method of natural science, which I had learned thoroughly, helped me to discover the science of society in Marxism; and that has remained the foundation of my work.’ Accordingly, to appreciate Pannekoek’s idiosyncratic approach to Marxism, an analysis of his scientific methodology is indispensable. But here, we run into the problem that his contributions to astronomy have not received much attention from historians of science either. The literature on this subject is limited to short biographical articles and obituaries, and snippets included in more general histories of astronomy. These sources offer little more than a superficial indication of his methodology in astronomy. Taken together, this makes


clear that a detailed investigation of Pannekoek’s astronomical research is sorely needed. Not only because it will enable the comparison with his socialism, but also because it promises to provide valuable insight into the contemporaneous development of astronomy and astrophysics and how that was part of the larger history of knowledge in the early twentieth century.

The New Astronomy

The early twentieth century, when Pannekoek was active as an astronomer, was an exciting time in astronomy. It underwent several developments that transformed not only the content but also the practice of the field. Three of the most impactful transformations during this period were the widespread implementation of astrophotography, the overhaul of ideas on the size and structure of the universe, and the rise of astrophysics. Since Pannekoek was deeply involved in all three of these episodes, the study of his life and astronomy provides an excellent opportunity to study and appreciate this transformative episode in the history of astronomy.

Astronomy had been one of the first scientific disciplines to embrace photography in the mid-nineteenth century, but, as historians of astronomy and photography have shown, it was initially the domain of wealthy self-funded astronomers, who took the freedom to experiment with various photographic techniques. \(^{30}\) Many astronomers, especially

---

those working for large visual observatories, however, had genuine epistemic concerns about the trustworthiness and applicability of astrophotography in scientific research. Even in the depiction of visually striking objects, like nebulae, planetary and lunar surfaces, or the Solar corona, astronomers initially preferred drawings and diagrams based on visual observations over photography. Such observations were considered more accurate because the human eye was thought to be better at capturing large scale structures and evaluating differences in brightness. When photography was eventually applied to these subjects, toward the end of the nineteenth century, it was still rare for photographs depicting astronomical objects to find their way into professional publications. Instead, photographic plates were used mainly for precise measurement with the results being presented in the form of drawings and diagrams, similar to how visual observations had been used. Pannekoek’s use of astrophotography in representing the Milky Way a few decades later is interesting in comparison with these cases because it differed in a crucial way. Pannekoek did not wish to rely on regular photography to capture the Milky Way light, as that would resolve it into the individual stars that comprised it. Instead, he had to develop the method of extrafocal photographic photometry to mimic the workings of the human eye.


Photography had one crucial advantage over visual observations: photographic plates could be taken in bulk and stored for later use. As such, they could be distributed to different locations, enabling a division of labour among astronomical institutions as part of the industrialization of astronomy. This division of labour was significant because extracting usable scientific information from photographic plates through measurement and calibration was very labour intensive. Many photographic observatories produced far more photographic plates than they could measure on their own, which made it possible to found astronomical institutes that lacked any kind of observatory. A ground-breaking example was the creation of the Astronomical Laboratory of Jacobus C. Kapteyn in Groningen in 1896. Kapteyn began a collaboration with David Gill of the Cape Observatory in which photographic plates taken in South Africa were shipped to the Netherlands where they were measured and reduced. The success of the resulting Cape Photographic Durchmusterung, published 1896–1900, firmly established the value of astrophotography for positional astronomy and highlighted the advantages of dividing astronomical labour. It encouraged other institutes to follow the path of Kapteyn’s as-

33. The possibility to record observations for later use was useful for short events like Solar eclipses and Venus transits but also for creating photographic atlases that could be used as an archive for future astronomers, such as the Carte du Ciel. For the former, see Empire and the Sun; Canales, ‘Photogenic Venus’; Jessica Ratcliff, The Transit of Venus Enterprise in Victorian Britain (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2008). For the latter, see Lorraine Daston, ‘The Immortal Archive: Nineteenth-Century Science Imagines the Future’, in Science in the Archives: Pasts, Presents, Futures, ed. Lorraine Daston (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017).


Pannekoek’s astronomical institute in Amsterdam was one of these, and the photographic projects initiated there serve to illustrate the versatile ways in which the distribution of photographic plates could benefit such institutions.

The Cape Photographic Durchmusterung was one of several comprehensive star catalogues that were produced in the second half of the nineteenth century. This large increase of data had a significant impact on theories on the size and composition of the universe, which were completely overhauled in the period 1900–1931. At the turn of the century, the generally accepted idea was that there was only a single rather small star system in which the Sun was located near the centre. By 1931, however, the Sun was thought to be located at the outskirts of a large rotating Milky Way galaxy that was only one of many galaxies in a vast expanding universe. These changes were the result of various developments and debates coming together in the 1920s. These included the question of the existence of external galaxies, the debate on the size and structure of our galaxy, and the discovery of interstellar absorption. These episodes, both individually and as a whole, have been extensively researched by historians of science. But these have focused almost exclusively on the developments as they took place in the United States, and often in the context of the 1920

---


‘Great Debate’ on ‘The Scale of the Universe’ between Harlow Shapley, who argued for a single large galaxy, and Heber D. Curtis, who argued for a small galaxy that was one of many galaxies. As a result, these histories tend to ignore research conducted in other places. By investigating Pannekoek’s contributions to statistical astronomy, we get an impression of the debate as it played out in the Netherlands, which is particularly relevant because Dutch astronomers like Kapteyn, Pannekoek, Cornelis Easton, and Jan Oort contributed to the subject in important ways.

The final transformation concerns the rise of astrophysics as a topic of research in the mid-nineteenth century. Whereas astronomy had traditionally focused on the exact location of stars and movement of planets, the new astrophysics was concerned with the physical properties of the stars themselves. Like with astrophotography, this new field was initially explored by self-funded astronomers. These early astrophysicists explored spectroscopic techniques to investigate the spectra of the Sun and stars, which were classified and compared with spectra created in terrestrial laboratories in an effort to determine the chemical properties of the stars. As more and better stellar spectra were catalogued at the beginning...
ning of the twentieth century, it became possible to correlate empirically various spectral properties of stars with one another, initiating what has been called “The Great Correlation Era”.\(^{42}\) A more theoretical and quantitative approach to astrophysics became possible with the formulation of the ionization equation by Indian astrophysicist Meghnad Saha in 1920 and its subsequent further development. While historians of astronomy have certainly looked at many of these developments, much is still left unexplored.\(^{43}\) Pannekoek’s astrophysics, for example, has received only a passing mention in many of these histories, which means the context and impact of his research have remained uncharted. This is regrettable because he made significant contributions to the subject for which he was praised by his contemporaries.\(^{44}\) Moreover, he had a profound impact on the future of Dutch astronomy, as he effectively founded the ‘Dutch School of Astrophysics’ when he redirected his attention to the subject.\(^{45}\) Thus, an investigation of Pannekoek’s contributions and approach to astrophysics is certainly warranted.

**Science and Marxism**

A close analysis of Pannekoek’s astronomical research can provide crucial insight into the transformation of astronomy and how this impacted its daily practice and methodology. Additionally, it also opens up new avenues to explore the connections between his astronomy and Marxism and situate both in the longer historiography of knowledge. Moreover, a study of their relation reaffirms how moral and political values mani-

---

44. See e.g. William Marshall Smart, ‘Address: Delivered by the President, Professor W. M. Smart, on the Award of the Gold Medal to Professor Antonie Pannekoek’, *Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society* 111, no. 2 (1951): 245–264; Bok, ‘Two Famous Dutch Astronomers’.
Introduction

isten themselves in scientific methodologies. Although excellent historical research exists on the interface of socialism and science, it has initially focused mainly on the context of communist state ideologies and its influence on scientists both within and outside of communist countries. Such scholarship has been effective in uncovering how communist politics interfered with the scientific process during the Cold War, but it has provided only a limited view of the various ways in which Marxism and science have been connected. Marxism encompasses more than just a political system and has been developed in places beyond the Soviet Union. Indeed recent scholarship has revealed a myriad of different ways in which science and Marxism were related throughout history that extended well beyond state influence alone. This raises the question of which connections between political thought and scientific work can be revealed


in the case of Pannekoek. Can we get a better understanding of both Pannekoek’s astronomy and his Marxism if we investigate how they might relate to one another? And conversely and more broadly, what can the case of Pannekoek tell us about the relation between political philosophy and natural science in general?

One of the direct ways in which Marxism is reflected in the practice of science was through its use of analogy. Alexei Kojevnikov has shown, for example, how in condensed matter physics, the socialist concept of collectivism served as a powerful metaphor to explain the collective behaviour of electrons in metals, crystals and plasmas. The implementation of the metaphor depended on both the physical problem at hand and on the conceptions physicists had of collectivism. To appeal to a wider circle of physicists beyond socialists and leftists, however, these metaphors had to be purged of their overt political connotations and transformed into more neutral language.49 As Kojevnikov indicates: ‘The effective invisibility so achieved suggests that more cases of this sort will be found .... It might prove to be a widespread common form of socialist legacy.’50 Thus it is worthwhile to search for similar hidden metaphors in the astronomical work of Pannekoek,51 since he too would likely have employed concealing tactics to maintain the outward separation between his political activities and his scientific career.52

Alternatively, aspects of science can be interpreted as dialectic materialism in practice. As Anja Skaar Jacobson has argued, this was the case in the work of Belgian physicist Léon Rosenfeld, who vehemently defended the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics because he conceived the concept of complementarity, which is central to the Copenhagen interpretation, as a practical implementation of the dialectic method. Notably, he mostly used this Marxist defence of complementarity against attacks from Soviet physicists who considered the concept to be ideal-

51. This has also been suggested in Kalshoven, Marxistische economie in Nederland, 218.
Introduction

ist and subjective instead of materialist and objective. Conversely, Pannekoek interpreted dialectic materialism primarily as a scientific method for studying the historical development of societies. He contrasted this method with the method of mechanical materialism, as was commonly used in the natural sciences. Mechanical materialism, he argued, was unsuited for analysing human society and behaviour because it failed to take into account how the human mind processed ideas and social circumstances. He was less outspoken, however, about whether dialectic materialism was preferable for the natural sciences as well. A close analysis of Pannekoek’s astronomical research can provide valuable insight into this question.

The study of the relation between science and Marxism as a philosophy has not yet received the attention that it deserves. As Michael Gordin reminds us: ‘In terms of scale and influence, [dialectic materialism] was one of the twentieth century’s most vigorous philosophies of science, and its history ought to be incorporated into the narratives of the history of philosophy of science that we now have.’ Gordin contributed to this cause by studying the life and philosophy of the Prague-born philosopher and historian of science Arnošt Kolman. A complicating factor with Kolman, however, was his deep involvement with Soviet Party politics, making it impossible to determine how sincere he was in many of his philosophical publications. Pannekoek, on the other hand, was an extremely principled Marxist who regularly gave up political influence for the sake of theoretical purity. He thus provides an excellent opportunity to study how dialectic materialism is reflected in scientific epistemology and practice.

55. David Baneke, Synthetisch denken: Natuurwetenschappers over hun rol in een moderne maatschappij, 1900–1940 (Hilversum: Verloren, 2008), 167–169. Pannekoek’s distinction between dialectic materialism and mechanical materialism will be further developed in Chapter 2.
57. Ibid., 346–348.
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Epistemic Virtues and Scholarly Personae

To explore the connections between Pannekoek’s astronomy and Marxism, we will focus on his ‘epistemic virtues’. Epistemic virtues, such as objectivity, thoroughness, and trained judgement, can be imagined as moral guidelines for the practice of scientific research. They are *epistemic* in that they indicate how knowledge should be extracted from the investigation of nature and what the role of the scientist is in this process; they are *virtues* because they provide a moral imperative for this. Although epistemic virtues are often implicit, they are always normative, and as such, they are present beneath the surface of scientific publications: in the assessment of other researchers, in the explanation of methodology, or in the representation of results. Likewise, traits ascribed to the scientific persona can be found by looking at how scientists and scholars praised or criticized their colleagues, but also in the way that they defended themselves against criticism.59

Epistemic virtues and scientific or scholarly personae have been important topics of historical research in recent years as a way of exploring how scientific practice can be informed and directed by shared ideals, morals, and ambitions of researchers.60 In the case of scientific and scholarly personae, historians have described different but related ideas of how personae were envisioned and shown how investigating these can aid in understanding science and scholarship historically. Scientific personae have, for example, been construed as culturally shared scientific identities that provided a template for what it meant to be a scientist. By self-fashioning in relation to these personae, scientists could then delineate their personal identity, shape their public image, or indicate the scholarly tradition to which they wished to belong.61 They could even be deployed to justify characteristics that might otherwise be perceived as flaws. Gadi Algazi


has shown, for example, how scholars in the early modern period cultivated the habitus of an absentminded and emotionally detached scholar to free themselves from the obligations of family life. For Pannekoek, the self-fashioning into two distinct identities can also be imagined as an attempt to shield himself from the negative consequences of being a Marxist scientist or a bourgeois academic Marxist. By separating his Marxist activism from his scientific research, he intended to avoid astronomers seeing him as overtly political and socialists seeing his as elitist.

On the other hand, personae have been constructed as exemplars of how scientists or scholars ought to act and behave and how they should produce their work. Scientific personae, thus conceptualized, embody constellations of virtues and skills that can be contrasted against other practitioners adhering to competing virtues. Consequently, as Herman Paul argues: ‘Scholarly personae tend to remain invisible to researchers who focus exclusively on individual practitioners, without comparing their models of scholarly selfhood to those of practitioners committed to different constellations of goods.’ In the case of Albert Einstein, for example, his moralized conception of what it means to be a proper theorist becomes especially visible in his opposition to the convictions of the majority of his colleagues. As Jeroen van Dongen has shown, Einstein was well aware of his status as an exemplar in physics and beyond, and he actively used his status to influence the direction of theoretical physics.

---

63. As we have seen, this was not always successful as his political beliefs at times hindered his astronomical career. Conversely, Pannekoek’s academic career was a vulnerable point of attack for his socialist critics. Communist activist Karl Radek called him an ‘astronomer gazing only at the stars, and never at a living worker’ after Pannekoek had criticized the direction of the Bolshevik Revolution. Quoted in Voerman, ‘Principled Theorist’, 68.
Crucially, he altered his recollection of his path to the general theory of relativity, the most important of his achievements, to reflect less how the theory was actually developed and more how the older Einstein believed theoretical physics should be conducted. Einstein re-imaged his past self in his recollections with the goal of changing the direction of theoretical physics research to find acceptance for his controversial new standards and virtues for the discipline.\textsuperscript{66}

While studies on personae and epistemic virtues have often focused on specific disciplines or time periods, they also enable broader perspectives on how ideals in science shift over longer time periods.\textsuperscript{67} One of the most prominent examples is Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison’s seminal book \textit{Objectivity}, which traces the development of various interpretations of objectivity as epistemic virtues. In particular, they argue that mechanical objectivity emerged as an epistemic virtue in the mid-nineteenth century as a reaction to the then-dominant epistemic virtue of truth-to-nature, which emphasized reason and active imagination to find universal truths hidden behind the appearance of nature. Steadily, this ideal was replaced by one where scientists were expected to operate in a machine-like manner to avoid the influence of their own subjectivity and to let nature speak for itself. This was the virtue of mechanical objectivity. Mechanical objectivity itself was supplanted as the dominant virtue in the early twentieth century by judgemental objectivity, or trained judgement, which called upon educated professionals to use their trained perception and intuition to search for structure and family resemblances in natural phenomena.\textsuperscript{68}

According to Daston and Galison, epistemic virtues are closely tied to specific conceptions of selfhood and expressed in ways to discipline the self — to counteract its perceived weaknesses and emphasize its strengths. Mechanical objectivity, for example, was linked to a conception of the self that was active and always imposed its subjectivity on observations. This active self should be tamed by using mechanical techniques of representation and self-restraint. Truth-to-nature, on the other hand, was connected to the idea of a fragmented self wherein the human mind was seen as a


\textsuperscript{67} See e.g. Steven Shapin, \textit{The Scientific Life: A Moral History of a Late Modern Vocation} (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008), for the development of the scientific persona in the modern period.

collection of faculties. To achieve truthfulness, scholars needed to use the faculties of reason and active imagination, while shutting out faculty of the passive imagination, which could lead to delusions and fanaticism.\textsuperscript{69} The interconnectedness of epistemic virtues and conceptions of the self make it a very promising perspective for investigating Pannekoek. In his astronomical work, Pannekoek paid much attention to the psychology and physiology of human sight and how this influenced observations of the stars and the Milky Way. This built upon an earlier tradition of scientists in the nineteenth century who became increasingly interested in the relation between human perception and scientific observation.\textsuperscript{70} In many cases, they actively used the act of observation to study their own psychology and physiology, in what Jutta Schickore has termed the ‘reflexive turn’ in science.\textsuperscript{71} Likewise, in his Marxist writings, Pannekoek extensively elaborated on the role of the human mind in dialectic materialism — an aspect that he felt was lacking in the writings of Marx and Engels. Many of his philosophical articles discussed how the human mind processed information and how it turned experience into general abstractions. These concerns make him an ideal subject to study how epistemic virtues are cultivated as technologies of the self.

The possibility of relating Pannekoek’s Marxist philosophy to his epistemic virtues in astronomy illustrate the potential merit of using this his-


toriographical tool. But there are also other reasons to believe that a focus on epistemic virtues and scientific personae is fruitful when attempting to connect different aspects of a researcher’s biography. Matthew Stanley, for example, has shown how in the case of the Quaker and astronomer Arthur Eddington, many of his scientific virtues could be traced back to his religious Quaker values. Stanley termed these ‘valence values’ in analogy to valence electrons in chemistry, which ‘facilitate bonding through their ability to be, in a sense, shared between atoms. Similarly, I am interested in those values that facilitate interaction between science and culture.’ My approach will be slightly different. Instead of establishing virtues that crossed domains, I wish to argue that Pannekoek’s epistemic virtues in both Marxism and astronomy are connected precisely because they both emerged from a single conception of the self. At the same time, there can also be a tension between the idealizations captured by the scientific persona and the realities scientists faced in practice. In these situations, a focus on epistemic virtues and the scientific personae can illuminate how scientists navigated such contradictions by crafting a self-image that be-fitted their unique situation.

Pannekoek himself rarely discussed what he considered a virtuous approach to astronomy or how he envisioned an ideal scientist, but the contours of his epistemic virtues and persona are revealed in other ways. One way of uncovering his epistemic virtues is by analysing how he discussed his scientific practice. It is important to note that how he articulated his approach to science does not necessarily concur with what he actually did. As Schickore reminds us: ‘Historians have long warned that the study of scientific publications alone cannot give us an adequate picture of the activities involved in scientific research. Experimental reports are not a reliable source of information about what researchers really do in the laboratory.’ Scientific publications do not show what has actually
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happened, but rather what scientists consider the most important aspects of their research. As a result, they are excellent sources to find out what researchers think ought to be done. In this way, the methodological sections of experimental reports have been examined by Schickore, who argues that: ‘method-related concepts, statements, and reflections as they are presented in experimental reports are significant because they reflect the author’s understanding of the structure and organization of good experimental research.’

Similarly, Daston and Galison have shown that the introductions of scientific visual compendia were a place where epistemological battles could be fought and where scientists could explicate what it meant to have a ‘scientific eye’.

The fact that Daston and Galison focused their attention on visual compendia points toward another avenue way to investigate Pannekoek’s epistemic virtues: by focusing on the visual and aesthetic aspect of his astronomical research, we can explore his ideas on scientific observation and representation. For a long time, historians and philosophers of science had dismissed images as subsidiary tools intended to supplement knowledge that was mainly conveyed in words and equations. Similarly, they have traditionally treated observation as a passive process that was subservient to the construction of scientific theories and empirical laws. An increased interest in the visual aspect of science in the last few decades, however, has made it clear that scientific images are worth studying in their own right when trying to understand how science is practised. The aesthetic and technical choices scientists make in producing and reproducing images do not just reveal aspects of the knowledge that they wish to convey; they also reflect how scientists believe nature should be observed and which skills and epistemic virtues are required for this.

This is certainly true for Pannekoek’s research on the visual appearance of the Milky Way, in

which he was explicit about how human perception worked, what this meant for how the Milky Way should be observed, and the results of this research could best be represented in scientific publications.

Finally, we can investigate Pannekoek’s epistemic virtues through his assessment of other scientists. By looking at how he reacted to the work of contemporary astronomers, what he perceived to be their flaws, and how he suggested these could be corrected, we gain valuable insight into what he did and did not consider proper scientific conduct. Alternatively, we can also investigate how he described the contributions and virtues of other astronomers in his historical and biographical work. In such descriptions, the ideals of the author often shine through. As historians of science have shown, biographers can sculpt their biographical subjects into an exemplar of scientific behaviour by emphasizing certain virtues and practices. Thus, Pannekoek’s historical writings, in particular, are valuable sources that will help us to further clarify his epistemic virtues and ideal scientific persona.

Scope and Structure

The following three chapters will provide a close analysis of Pannekoek’s astronomical research, with each chapter focusing on a different area of research. Throughout each chapter, there are three recurring historiographical themes: how did astrophotography impact Pannekoek’s astronomical research; what we can learn by investigating his epistemic virtues and scientific persona; and what relations existed between his astronomy and Marxism.

---
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The first chapter will focus on Pannekoek’s efforts to depict the visual appearance of the Milky Way, for which he employed both visual and photographic techniques. In this research, Pannekoek elaborated extensively on his ideas of human perception and how this was altered by prior experience. He also developed photographic techniques to mimic the workings of the human eye freed from the influence of personal subjectivity. To fully appreciate his epistemic virtues in observing and representing the Milky Way, we must also explore his philosophy of mind.

The second chapter will discuss Pannekoek’s statistical astronomy, his contributions to the debates on the size and structure of the galactic system, and his unsuccessful attempt to develop a photographic method to determine stellar statistics. A notable difference between his approach and that of his contemporaries was how he investigated the statistical distribution of stars. Rather than relying on standardized methods to order this distribution, he emphasized the importance of using judgement to find stellar clusters. This led him to significantly different results despite relying on the same published catalogues. Both in the way that Pannekoek approached statistical astronomy and in the resulting models of the galactic system, there are clear analogies with his Marxist writings.

The final chapter provides an analysis of Pannekoek’s theoretical and observational contributions to astrophysics. One of the reasons why Pannekoek switched to astrophysics was because he believed it was eminently suited to benefit society. But as an astronomer without an observatory, he had to rely on photographic plates borrowed from other observatories for his observational research, which severely limited his possibilities. Therefore, he fashioned his methodology and his persona in such a way that he could manage the constraints of his institutional circumstances while following his conviction that scientific progress should lead to societal progress.

Together, these three chapters provide a thorough investigation of Pannekoek’s contributions to astronomy and their relation to both his own Marxist philosophy and the historical development of science in the first half of the twentieth century. In doing so, they not only provide a clear image of Pannekoek as a unified person, but also help us to understand the relation between science and political philosophy, and clarify what it means to a scientist.